Automatic key phrase extraction is a useful tool in many text related applications such as clustering and summarization. State-of-the-art methods are aimed towards extracting key phrases from traditional text such as technical papers.
INTRODUCTION
Key phrases, which can be either single keywords or multiword keyterms 1 , are known to be linguistic descriptors of documents [6] . They are often sufficiently informative to help human readers get a feel of the essential topics and main contents included in the source documents [18] . Key phrases have also been used as features in many text related applications such as text clustering [20] , document similarity analysis [11, 17] , and document summarization [2, 4, 19, 21] .
Manually extracting key phrases from a number of documents is too expensive. Instead, automatic key phrase extraction is maturing and can be a good practical alternative. State-of-the-art methods [6, 8, 13, 15, 18] ) are aimed towards automatic key phrase extraction from traditional text corpus such as a collection of technical papers in the same domain. In the information age, application of these methods on Web documents is of particular interest and significance.
Background and Motivation
Key phrase extraction in Web document corpora is a challenging task as Web documents are often less structured and contain more diverse contents (e.g., images, bullets, short phrases) than traditional text. Moreover, Web pages often contain many uninformative fragments (e.g., navigation bars, copyright notices). The text in these fragments may spoil the performance of key phrase extraction, which relies on term frequencies and similar statistics. Hence, the main idea of our work is to look only at the informative parts of Web pages.
In our previous work [21] , we developed an extractionbased Web site summarization framework, which generates a concise summary by means of key phrase and key sentence extraction. One of the main contributions is the definition and design of "narrative text classification", behind which the main objective is to identify the narrative paragraphs from plain text 2 of Web pages to facilitate summary generation, since narrative text is more coherent and informative than non-narrative text.
Therefore, we propose a two-phrase extraction approach: first we filter out uninformative text using the "NARRA-TIVE" classifier reported in [21] ; then we apply the usual key phrase extraction methods to the narrative text left. We are interested in learning the impact of narrative text clas- 1 Hereafter, we use keywords, keyterms, and key phrases interchangeably, depending on the method context. 2 By plain text we mean the text extracted from the HTML source by a HTML-to-text tool. The plain text often consists of both narrative and non-narrative paragraphs. sification on the automatic key phrase extraction task, i.e., whether key phrase extraction methods can perform better by working on the narrative text only instead of all plain text.
Related Work
Traditional approaches to automatic key phrase extraction are focused on frequency analysis such as TFIDF and collocation detection based on mutual information [10] . Recently more effective systems have been developed. Krulwich and Burkey use a set of heuristic rules such as the use of acronyms and italics to extract key phrases from a document for use as features of automatic document classification [8] . Turney [15] proposes GenEx, a key phrase extraction system, which consists of a set of parameterized heuristic rules that are tuned to the training documents by a genetic program. However, these two methods heavily depend on heuristic rule pre-defining and tuning. Song et al. [13] introduce a method which uses the information gain measure to rank the candidate key phrases based on the tf-idf and distance features, which were first proposed in KEA [18] .
In this work, we choose and benchmark three key phrase extraction methods, TFIDF, KEA, and Keyterm. The first method, TFIDF, captures a candidate keyword's frequency of occurrence in a single document compared to its rarity in the whole document collection. It has been widely studied in many information retrieval tasks so we use it as the baseline method. The second method, KEA (Automatic Keyphrase Extraction) [18] , builds a Naïve Bayes learning model using training documents with known key phrases, and then uses the model to find key phrases in new documents. The third method, Keyterm (named C-value/NCvalue by the authors [6] ), consists of both linguistic and statistical analysis to extract multi-word keyterms automatically. It was designed for key phrase extraction from a whole document corpus. We acknowledge that both TFIDF and KEA were originally designed for extracting key phrases from single documents. We extend them to apply on a whole Web document collection. In doing so, our objective is to learn whether identification of narrative text from a document corpus will improve the performance of key phrase extraction.
Research Objective
We aim to conduct a formal user study in order to investigate whether there is a significant difference between the two sets of key phrases, which are obtained by each method by working on all plain text and on the narrative text only, respectively. We compare the key phrases extracted from two text sources in terms of "acceptable percentage", which is the ratio of key phrases acceptable 3 to human readers. We also quantify them to measure the quality difference between the two sets of key phrases. The fully repeated measures ANOVA shows that key phrases extracted from the narrative text only are significantly better than those obtained from all plain text of Web pages. We also found that Keyterm is significantly better than KEA, which further significantly outperforms TFIDF.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains why and how to identify narrative text in Web documents. In Section 3, we describe the three key phrase extraction methods. Section 4 discusses the design of our experiments and shows the evaluation results. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work and describes future research directions.
NARRATIVE TEXT CLASSIFICATION
In order for key phrase extraction methods to work on Web documents, the HTML source code of Web pages should be parsed (including removal of HTML tags, scripts, etc.) and converted to plain text using HTML-to-text tools. The text browser, Lynx 4 , is found to outperform alternative text extraction tools such as html2txt 5 in this task [21] . A downside of the Lynx approach is that it does not utilize contextual cues provided by HTML tags. It is interesting to consider alternative tools such as Tidy 6 to collect structural and syntax cues in order to better understand the contents embedded in HTML.
As we know, Web pages often contain diverse contents such as tables of contents, link lists, and "service" sentences (e.g., copyright notices, Web master information). Consequently, the extracted plain text is much less coherent and more diverse than traditional text. Hence, we need to determine which part of plain text is suitable for key phrase extraction. The process of narrative text classification [21] is for such a tool to extract narrative content and discard nonnarrative text. It consists of two steps, i.e., long paragraph classification and narrative paragraph classification.
Long Paragraph Classification
Some text paragraphs in the plain text of Web pages are observed to be too short (in terms of number of words, number of characters, etc.) and to contain insufficient context word information for automatic key phrase extraction, e.g., This Web page is maintained by David Alex Lamb of Queen's University. Contact: dalamb@spamcop.net.
Intuitively, whether a paragraph is long or short is determined by its length, i.e., the number of words. However, two more features, number of characters including punctuation, and number of characters without punctuation, might also play key roles. Thus instead of setting up a simple threshold for each feature, we let the decision tree learning program C5.0 7 determine which feature is the most important one. A total of 700 text paragraphs is extracted from 100 Web pages which are randomly collected from 60 DMOZ 8 Web sites. Statistics of the aforementioned three attributes are recorded for each text paragraph. Then each paragraph is manually labelled as long or short, and C5.0 is used to construct a classifier, LONGSHORT, for this task.
The resulting decision tree is simple: if the number of words in a paragraph is less than 20, then it is a short paragraph, otherwise it is classified as long. Among the 700 cases, there are 36 misclassified cases, leading to an error of 5.1%. The cross-validation of the classifier LONGSHORT shows a mean error of 5.9%, which indicates the accuracy of this classifier.
Narrative Paragraph Classification
Intuitively, a narrative paragraph contains informative and coherent text, whereas a non-narrative paragraph often consists of more noise words. Here is an example of a narrative paragraph: The Software Engineering Process Group (SEPGSM) Conference is the leading international conference and exhibit showcase for software process improvement (SPI). In contrast, a non-narrative paragraph often consists of short phrases or bullets such as Analysis of part-of-speech patterns has proved to be effective in several Web-based applications such as query ambiguity reduction [1] and question answering [12] . It is hypothesized that the relative frequencies of the part-of-speech tags of the words in a paragraph contain sufficient information to identify the paragraph as narrative or non-narrative. To test this hypothesis, we generate a training set of 9763 text paragraphs, which are extracted by Lynx from 1000 Web pages randomly collected from the 60 DMOZ Web sites. In this set, there are 3243 paragraphs classified as long. Next, part-of-speech tags for all words in these paragraphs are given using a rule-based part-of-speech tagger [3] .
Tag
Meaning After part-of-speech tagging, attributes of percentage values of 32 part-of-speech tags [21] (see Table 1 ) are extracted from each paragraph. Two more attributes, number of characters and number of words in the paragraph, are added to this set. Then each paragraph is manually labelled as narrative or non-narrative. Finally, a C5.0 classifier NARRA-TIVE is trained on the training set of 3243 cases.
There are 5 rules in the resulting decision tree. Among the 3243 cases, 63.5% are classified using this rule: if the percentage of Symbols is less than 6.8%, and the percentage of Preposition is more than 5.2%, and the percentage of Proper Singular Nouns is less than 23.3%, then this paragraph is narrative. There are 260 misclassified cases, leading to an error of 8.0%. The cross-validation of the classifier NARRATIVE shows a mean error of 11.3%, which indicates the accuracy of this classifier.
The decision about text informativeness is based on purely text-based features, i.e., paragraph length and part-of-speech statistics. Web-specific features, such as the visual Web page structure and the visual attributes of the text, might be helpful in determining the informative text. It is interesting to see whether taking into account the web-specific features will improve the performance of narrative text classification. We are also interested in investigation of stateof-the-art methods such as Support Vector Machines in the classification tasks described above. These will be part of our future research.
KEY PHRASE EXTRACTION
In this section, we describe the three methods we choose, i.e., TFIDF, KEA, and Keyterm. These methods generate single keywords or multi-word keyterms or a mixture of the above two by a critical evaluation of the significance of each candidate key phrase in the source documents. Each method is used to extract key phrases from all plain text and from only the narrative text of a given Web site, respectively.
TFIDF Method
TFIDF is a standard keyword identification method in information retrieval tasks. It gives preference to words that have high frequency of occurrence in a single document but rarely appear in the whole document collection. In this work, we aim to use TFIDF as a baseline method. This involves in the following steps:
1. For each Web page of the target Web site, identify the narrative text 9 and convert it to lower case.
2. Extract all tokens in the narrative text, i.e., identify single words by removing punctuation marks and numbers. A standard set of 425 stop words (a, about, above, ...) [5] is discarded at this stage.
3. Apply Porter stemming to obtain word stems and update the number of documents in which each word stem appears.
4. Once all Web pages are processed using the above three steps, calculate the TFIDF value wi,j of word stem i in page j using the following equation:
where ni,j is the frequency of word stem i in page j, |pj | is the number of word stems in page j, ni is the number of pages that contain word stem i, and N is the total number of Web pages in consideration.
5. For each Web page j, TFIDF values of all word stems in this page are normalized to unit length 1.0 as follows:
6. Finally, choose the top five word stems ranked by normalized TFIDF values for each page. The number 5 is chosen based on the fact that often 3 to 5 key phrases are included in a technical article.
Application of TFIDF on a Web Site
TFIDF is aimed towards extracting keywords from a single document rather than a whole document collection. Thus in order for TFIDF to generate a keyword list for an entire Web site, the output keywords from all pages should be combined somehow. We aim to do the following:
1. Unite the 5 keywords from each Web page to obtain a single list. Each keyword (more precisely, its stem) i has a normalized weight Wi,j, as shown in Equation 2.
2. Record the number fi of pages in which keyword i appears. Let Wi be the overall weight of keyword i in the Web site and Ai be its average weight. So Wi = j Wi,j, and Ai = Wi/fi. 3. Now three features, i.e., Wi, Ai, and fi can be used to re-rank the list in order to select the top 25 keywords for the target Web site. The number 25 is an empirical number used in the summarization framework [21] . Preliminary tests show that in terms of acceptable percentage (see 4.2.1), fi is the best feature.
4. Replace each word stem by its original form which appears most frequently in the collection (e.g., "engin" ("engineering": 8, "engineer": 2) → engineering).
KEA Method
KEA [18] is an efficient and practical algorithm for extracting key phrases, i.e., single keywords and multi-word keyterms. It consists of two stages: training and extraction. In the training stage, KEA builds a Naïve Bayes learning model using training documents with human-authored key phrases. More explicitly, KEA chooses a set of candidate key phrases from input documents. For each candidate, two feature values, TFIDF and first occurrence, are calculated. First occurrence is calculated as the number of words that precede the candidate's first appearance, divided by the number of words in the document. Those candidates that happen to be human-authored key phrases are positive examples in the KEA model construction. In the extraction stage, KEA uses the model to find the best set of (by default 5) key phrases in new documents. More explicitly, KEA chooses a set of candidate key phrases from new documents and calculates their two feature values as above. Then each candidate is assigned a weight, which is the overall probability that this candidate is a key phrase.
KEA Training
KEA is a domain-independent method [18] , which means a KEA model trained on one domain (e.g., computer science) performs well on another domain (e.g., biology). The training set bundled with the Java-based KEA package (Version 2.0) 10 is used to train a CSTR KEA learning model. This data set contains 80 abstracts of Computer Science Technical Reports (CSTR) from the New Zealand Digital Library project 11 . Each abstract has 5 human-authored key phrases. The input to the Java program consists of text files with the corresponding key phrases. Research in [18] shows that a training set of 25 or more documents can achieve good performance. We apply the obtained CSTR model to extract key phrases from all plain text and from only the narrative text of new Web pages, respectively.
Application of KEA on a Web Site
Similar to the application of TFIDF, to apply KEA on an entire Web site, the following is performed:
1. Unite the 5 key phrases from each Web page to obtain a single list. Each key phrase i has a weight, wi,j, in page j, which is an overall probability value provided by the KEA model. 
Keyterm Method
The Keyterm method is the application of the C-value/NCvalue [6] method to the extraction of key terms from a Web document corpus.
Automatic Term Extraction
The Keyterm method consists of both linguistic analysis (linguistic filter, part-of-speech tagging [3] , and stop-list) and statistical analysis (frequency analysis, C-value/NCvalue) to extract and rank a list of terms by NC-value. A linguistic filter is used to extract word sequences likely to be terms, such as noun phrases and adjective phrases.
The C-value method is a domain-independent method used to automatically extract multi-word terms from the whole document corpus. It aims to get more accurate terms than those obtained by the pure frequency of occurrence method, especially terms that may appear as nested within longer terms. C-value is formally represented in Equation 3 .
), otherwise.
where, a is a candidate term; |a| is the number of words in a; f (a) is the frequency of occurrence of a in the corpus; Ta is the set of extracted candidate terms that contain a; and P (Ta) is the number of these longer candidate terms. The NC-value method, an extension to the C-value method, incorporates information of context words into term extraction. Context words are those that appear in the vicinity of candidate terms, i.e., nouns, verbs and adjectives that either precede or follow the candidate term. Each context word is assigned a weight as follows:
where, w is a term context word (noun, verb or adjective); weight(w) is the assigned weight to the word w; t(w) is the number of terms the word w appears with; and n is the total number of terms considered and it expresses the weight as the probability that the word w might be a term context word. NC-value is formally given by Equation 5 .
where, a is a candidate term; Ca is the set of distinct context words of a; b is a word from Ca; fa(b) is the frequency of b as a term context word of a; and weight(b) is the weight of b as a term context word. The two components of the NCvalue, i.e., C-value and the context information factor, have been assigned the weights 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. These two coefficients were derived empirically [6] . Experiments in [6, 11] show that the C-value/NC-value method performs well on a variety of special text corpora. In particular, with the open linguistic filter (Adj.|Noun) + Noun (one or more adjectives or nouns followed by one noun), the C-value/NC-value method extracts more terms than with the closed linguistic filter Noun + Noun (one or more nouns followed by one noun) without much precision loss. For example, terms such as artificial intelligence and natural language processing will be extracted by the open linguistic filter. Hence, in our work, we use the open linguistic filter to extract terms from a Web site.
Keyterm Identification
From the candidate term list C (ranked by NC-value) of a given Web site, we choose the top 25 terms as the key phrases for the given Web site.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe our user study and then present evaluation results.
Experimental Methodology
In our work, 20 DMOZ Web sites are randomly selected from four DMOZ subdirectories. The Web sites are of varying size and focus. The URLs of these test Web sites are listed in Table 2 .
For a given Web site, each of the three key phrase extraction methods is used to extract the top 25 key phrases from all plain text and from the narrative text only. This leads to a total of six key phrase lists for the target Web site. Table  3 presents two key phrase lists generated by KEA from the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) Web site 12 . As shown in Table 3 , key phrases such as "sei" and "software engineering" are captured from both text sources. However, there are 7 meaningless key phrases (marked in boldface) from all plain text while only one from the narrative text. In particular, for all plain text there are 2, 4, and 6 meaningless key phrases in the top 5, 10, and 15 key phrases, respectively. Such key phrases as "o-blank" has nothing to do with the essential contents of the SEI Web site and obviously they should be discarded. This indicates that extraction of key phrases from the narrative text only can obtain the significant key phrases while eliminating most of the meaningless key phrases at the same time.
Moreover, it appears that most of the meaningless key phrases are those quite specific to Web. It is of interest to design a simple method, which is able to seek and remove such Web-specific phrases. Such a method can be used as a baseline and compared to the more sophisticated approach of identifying narrative text first.
User Study Design
Research in [14, 18] evaluates key phrase extraction methods by matching automatically extracted key phrases with human authored ones instead of precision and recall. In [16] , Turney defines acceptable key phrases as good and fair key phrases, as ranked by human subjects.
In this work, we conduct a user study where human subjects read and rank key phrases of a given Web site based on their understanding of how these key phrases relate to the essential topics of the target Web site. This means human subjects rank the key phrases against a hypothetical gold standard of their own. The study makes sense in that these key phrases are mainly created for the purpose of facilitating Web users in navigation and understanding of Web sites. Similar studies where human subjects rank documents or phrases have been reported in [7, 9, 11, 16] .
In our study, we focus on the "source of text" factor. We understand that other factors such as "subject" (inter-rater reliability) and "Web site" (e.g., academic vs. commercial) might play an important role in this learning task. Investigation of these factors is a direction of future research. For each given Web site, subjects are asked to do the following:
• Browse the Web site and extract the most essential topic, which is defined as the entity behind the Web site and its main activity. The most essential topic serves as the representation of main contents of the target Web site. For example, the most essential topic for the SEI Web site could be extracted as "Software Engineering Institute at CMU for improvement of software engineering management and practice".
• Read each of the six key phrase lists (2 text sources by 3 methods) of the target Web site. Based on the relatedness, which is defined as the extent to which a key phrase is related to the most essential topic, rank key phrases using a 1-to-5 scale (1 = not related, 2 = poorly related, 3 = fairly related, 4 = well related, and 5 = strongly related).
We note that there are several "effects" such as fatigue and practice (warm-up) that could lead to "systematic bias", which means subjects give bias to particular type of key phrases. One way to prevent this is to randomize the order in which the six key phrase lists of a Web site are presented to subjects.
We also observe that users' background might create bias, i.e., the users would not be able to judge well key phrases of topics they are not familiar with. However, this should not have a big impact on our study because: 1) we focus on the source of text factor instead of the topic (Web site) factor; 2) the 20 Web sites we choose are all in the information technology area and computer science graduate students should be able to do reasonable ranking.
Study Recruitment
A related research reported in [4] asked 15 subjects to evaluate five summarization methods by collecting data such as number of pen movements in the task of browsing Web pages using handheld devices. In another study [7] , 37 subjects were asked to rank Web pages, which are returned by three different search engines, into "bad", "fair", "good", and "excellent" in terms of their utility in learning about the search topic. However, no specific statistical analysis methods were reported in these two studies.
We chose a size of 10 subjects in our study. Each subject was asked to review 10 out of 20 Web sites such that each Web site is covered by exactly 5 subjects. This means that for each key phrase list, we have a sample size of 100 with replication. Participants were graduate students in computer science with strong reading comprehension and Web browsing experience.
Evaluation Results
In this subsection, we explain how to compare the quality of key phrases obtained from all plain text and from only the narrative text via a statistical analysis of both acceptable percentage and quality values, which are calculated based on the ranking data collected in the user study. Our main objective is to learn whether narrative text classification can make a significant difference in the key phrase extraction task.
For each of the six key phrase lists, we have a sample size of 100 with replication. Let n1, n2, n3, n4, and n5 be the number of key phrases that receive a score of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Hence 5 i=1 ni will be 25.
Analysis of Acceptable Percentage
We are interested in the extent to which these key phrases are acceptable to human readers. Related research in [16] defines acceptable key phrases as those that are ranked good or fair by human subjects. In our work, acceptable key phrases are those that receive a score of 3, 4, or 5. Hence, the percentage, p, is formally defined as: Table 4 summarizes the mean and variance of acceptable percentage over 100 replications achieved by three methods from two text sources. For example, on average only 38.2% (9 out of 25) key phrases extracted by the TFIDF method from the plain text are acceptable to human readers, leading to a variance of 0.086. In contrast, the same method can achieve as high as 49.4% (12 out of 25) key phrases from the narrative text.
As we can see in Table 4 , all three methods achieve a better set of key phrases from only the narrative text than from all plain text. It is also clear that Keyterm outperforms KEA, which further outperforms TFIDF.
We apply the pairwise ANOVA with fully repeated measures on the acceptable percentage data and a significant difference at the 5% level is found between the application of all three methods on all plain text and on the narrative text only, which is summarized in Table 5 : ANOVA results for comparisons of key phrase extraction from all plain text and from the narrative text only, using the measure of acceptable percentage of key phrases. << indicates P value ≤ 0.01; < means P value ∈ (0.01, 0.05]. In both cases, a significant difference at the 5% level is found.
We also compare the three methods when they are applied on either all plain text or only the narrative text. A significant difference between any two methods is found in both cases, which is summarized in 
Analysis of Quality Values
In addition to the acceptable percentage measure, we also aim to compare the key phrase lists using the quality value measure. The quality value, q, of 25 key phrases in a list is defined as follows:
The difference between the acceptable percentage measure and the quality value measure is that the former gives equal weight to (a summation of) the number of key phrases with scores 3, 4, and 5, while the latter gives different weight to key phrases with different scores (number of such elements times the score they receive).
The mean and variance of quality values of key phrases extracted by the three methods from two different text sources are summarized in Table 7 Table 7 : The mean and variance of quality values (out of a possible 5) over 100 replications achieved by the three methods from all plain text and from the narrative text only, respectively.
We also apply ANOVA on the quality values data. We obtain the same result as using the acceptable percentage measure, i.e., key phrase extraction from only the narrative text significantly outperforms extraction from all plain text. We also find that when using the quality value measure, Keyterm significantly outperforms KEA at the << level and KEA significantly outperforms TFIDF at the << level.
The above observations can be explained by the intrinsic relationship of the acceptable percentage measure and the quality value measure, as they are both based on users' rankings.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we study the significance of narrative text classification in the task of automatic key phrase extraction in Web document corpora. We benchmark three methods, TFIDF, KEA, and Keyterm, used to extract key phrases from all plain text and from only the narrative text of 20 test Web sites, respectively. We demonstrate that narrative text classification can significantly improve the performance of key phrase extraction from Web document corpora.
Future research involves several directions: 1) A comparative study of classification methods such as Support Vector Machines in the narrative text classification task; 2) Investigation of incorporating Web-specific features to improve key phrase extraction in Web document corpora; 3) Key phrase extraction from Web pages returned by a search engine for better query formation; 4) Estimation, via a user study, of the optimal number of key phrases to be presented to Web users.
